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I look into your eyes to see a place, drifting like a
saterlite in space,
longing for a touch from someone who feels too much,
ain't you hold up
your walls before I'm gotting close enough, but baby, 
I can see the glammer when you open up the door 
and that crack of shining light keeps me coming back
for more, to see

ref: Underneath the hart just before the light lies
behind the sol, 
when the mind has it to know, the dreams you can't
belive have the love I
need you, see the place we am to start is right there, 
underneath the hart.

You live inside the castle made of sand, 
where tears would only hurt the way it stands.
I want to knock it down, start to fresh beside the grown,
still you hide behind the past like that's what life's all
about, but baby 

Working up the strait the true love, true love is really
me and the only
way you know is if you show me how you feel, 

ref: Underneath the hart, just before the light lies
behind the sol, 
when the mind has it to know. 
The dreams you can't belive have the love, I need you,
see the place 
we am to start is right there (right there), underneath
the hart.

You could spend your hole life in fever pain but love is
only as deep as
the risk you take, as the risk you take.

ref: Underneath the hart just before the light (just
before the light)
lies behind the sol, when the mind has it to know. the
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dreams you can't belive have the love,
I need you, see the place we am to start right there
(right there), 
underneath the hart.
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